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A note from the President…David Schomburgk
As the COVID-19 restrictions are gradually being eased I would like to thank all members for their
efforts in ensuring that the club has remained compliant with those restrictions and therefore
allowed us to remain open and avoid any sanctions. As many of you would be aware we have
received multiple visits by both SAPOL and Local Government officers checking on us and I am
pleased to say that has always been with a positive outcome.

Main Club Sponsor…

A note from the President…(continued)
I understand that things have not always gone as we would have hoped and that some of us
including myself have missed out on the odd game here and there due to the high demand and
restricted capacity to offer tee times on certain days but again I thank you all for your ongoing
support through these difficult and often testing times.
It would also be appropriate to acknowledge the support of all staff who have shown their support
for the club by demonstrating great flexibility in carrying out a range of duties outside of their
normal scope of work. The boys in the golf shop have done a great job in juggling playing times to
adjust to seemingly ever changing restrictions while always trying to ensure as many of us as
possible are able to get out and enjoy our wonderful course. The office staff have been very
flexible and you may have even noticed them serving takeaway drinks, coffees and food at various
times. The course staff have continued to present our course in superb condition and it is so
pleasing to see the water we already have in our dams at this early stage of the season.
As noted in comments elsewhere by our VP Finance the last few months have had a significant
financial impact on the club but with the ongoing support of our members and the various
assistance packages provided by both the State and Commonwealth Governments (Jobkeeper
program in particular) we expect to be able to get through this difficult period and emerge an
even stronger club when things return to normal. We are certainly looking forward to the time
when we can reopen our bar and meal services.
It is another positive sign for the future that despite the current restrictions and broader social
impacts of COVID-19 we have experienced an increase in memberships across a range of
categories. This is undoubtedly a reflection of the great course we have to offer and a broader
increased interest in the game of golf which is providing us with a range of new opportunities.
Hopefully we are back to playing in groups of 4 and utilising 2 tees in the very near future but in
the meantime I would ask that everyone maintain their diligent support for the required social
distancing conditions and not need staff to remind us of our obligations.
Stay safe and good golfing to all

From Bernie………………………………………………
America is the only country where a significant proportion of the
population believes that professional wrestling is real, but the moon
landing was faked. - David Letterman
As I sat, strapped in my seat waiting during the countdown, one
thought baked crossing my mind ..... every part of this rocket was
supplied by the lowest bidder. -John Glenn

If life were fair Elvis would still be alive today and all the
impersonators would be dead. - Johnny Carson

From the Manager’s Desk………………Peter Kennedy
For members, the recent easing of playing numbers is a hugely welcome step and one that will
provide us the chance to return to an activity we love: To get back onto our brilliant course and to
enjoy the mental and physical health benefits that golf offers.
In this we can and should, count ourselves very fortunate.
For many other sport lovers, a resumption of their chosen activity may not be possible for some
time.
For the wider world this is still of a time of immense suffering. Lives are being lost and livelihoods,
hopes and dreams are being shattered, and we are very fortunate to be where we are, doing what
we are.
With this opportunity to return to some normality of golf, there comes an obligation.
We golfers must display that we fully understand our individual responsibilities; to comply carefully
and diligently with the guidelines laid out by government and golf’s governing bodies, ensuring
golf is carried out safely and smoothly, with a minimum of risk.
Your club is urging all members to do everything by the book and to do nothing to threaten this
chance we have in returning to our game.
Be sure to maintain social distancing at all times and carefully follow the guidelines laid out by the
governing bodies, and enforced by your club.
Please don’t be tempted to stretch the rules. Golfers are known for their integrity and we
are sure this will come to the fore during this period of eased restrictions.
It might be tempting to make a party at this time – to stand around and enjoy a beer or two and
enjoy a post-round near the clubhouse, for example, but let’s not be seen to do anything that
could bring the decision to allow golf’s return to come under scrutiny.
The great game of golf allows players of all ages to exercise and enjoy some sport.
Players who may not have been getting out running or cycling or whatever else over the past
weeks, will now have the opportunity to participate in golf again – think of how important that is
for them.

There is, of course, going to be a rush to book times and get back out there. There will also be
the temptation to complain about what is and what used to be.
Try to be fair and not abuse any staff member or complain about the booking systems, it is the
best that can be done right now, and no amount of complaining will change that.
Be grateful your club has done its best at this difficult time, take your turn when you can, enjoy
your game and allow as many others as possible to do the same.

Justices of the Peace
Are any of our current members Justices of the Peace?
The office receives enquiries from time to time from members
looking for a JP.
If we have any amongst our community, please let the office
know, and we will be able to satisfy these questions with names
from our own house.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP
If you see or meet any of our new members
then please introduce yourself and make them
feel welcome.
New members February, March and April
Andy Clayton
Iain Donaldson
Fiona Morcom
Shayne Bruhn
Justin Carlino
Ian Smart
Kyle Neill
Mark Fitzpatrick
Jason Verheij
Jonathan Platten
Michael Danchenko
Lawrie Schofield
Wayne Van Rensburg
Eirwen Cotter

Scott Yeoman
Gary Weston
Mitchell Smith
Matt Wake
Tom McGuiness
James Charters
Tim Scott
Craig Wallace
Phillip Colquist
Tegan Siekman
Wayne Siekman
Kieran Millard
Simon Munn

The Vines Golf Operations Team
Brayden Wauchope…Golf Operations Manager

Peter Cooke Bio
The Vines Golf Operations Assistant Peter Cooke was born in South
Australia and even after travelling the world, spends the majority of
his year in and around The Vines GC area.
He started his golfing journey at Thaxted Park at age 11, starting a
handicap of 27. He quickly reduced at a rate of more than one shot a
month to be off a 12 handicap by the age of 12. Finishing practice in
the dark after school was a common desire of his, which showed his
passion for improvement. By the age of 14 and reaching a 1
handicap a career in pro golf was no longer a dream but a real
chance. Selection in the South Australian Men’s State team and
selection in the Australian Junior National team was soon to be
realised.
After finishing high school in 2002 he received a scholarship to the Australian Institute of Sport in
Melbourne. Peter based himself at the Royal Melbourne Golf Club where he built lifelong
relationships whilst experiencing the luxury of Australia’s top golf course. His success during this
time saw him awarded a second year scholarship, which was a very rare feat, which saw a move
to Moonah Links.
Following the end of the scholarship it was time to save up the pennies and prepare for Tour
Qualifying School. After winning the 2007 senior Vardon trophy, and the Rich River Classic Peter
saw it as the time to venture to the big stage.
Winning the first stage of the Asian Q school and finishing 7th at final stage his tour card for Asia
was secured for the 2007 season. 10th Place at the Australian PGA Tour school followed the week
after and his dream to play as a professional had been realised.
In between tournaments he has worked for Drummond golf obtaining knowledge in club fitting,
equipment performance and customer service and has been a key operator in the golf operations
at the Vines since 2018.

“It has been a privilege to be able to bring my knowledge and experience from years of playing at
the highest level whilst working with one of the best golf operation managers and coach in the
country”…
Career Best round: -10 at the Vintage Golf club in the NSW PGA 2011

Career best finish PGA Australia…
1st Papua New Guinea Open 2019

FINANCE UPDATE… from Greg Kemp (VP Finance)
The Club has successfully applied for Jobkeeper and Turnover Grants,
both State and Federal, which have started flowing.
The Club lost significant income with the closure of Catering and the
subsequent losses to Bar Sales, qualifying us for the assistance.
Golf Operations has however performed exceptionally well, despite the decline in Competition Fee
income.
Green Fee income has met budget, with the added bonus from requiring all Green Fee players to
register as Social Members. This ensured we have their contact details should it be needed, but
also has provided the club with a great data base for future Membership promotions.
It is also notable that Membership has achieved their full year budget already, despite the Covid19 issues. Elsewhere in this Grapevine we can see how membership continues to grow.
Rob Millington and his course staff have continued to provide great playing surfaces while
containing their costs, all the while coping with the strict health regimes necessary to ensure we
do not suffer an outbreak among course staff.
As the country continues to move out of strict lockdown we can look forward to an improving
financial situation.
The club appears able to “weather the storm” and move into 2020/21 financial year with some
certainty, obviously providing the COVID-19 situation does not deteriorate.
It is unclear when Catering will be in a position to re-open, as we continue to comply with State
and Federal directives.
I commend staff for their support in taking a number of initiatives outside their defined roles, to
assist the club to get through this troubling period.

NESTING BOXES by George Manik
A big thank you to George for the new nesting boxes that he has most generously constructed for
use on our golf course.
Our resident possum and bird population will be so happy.
“Now looking for someone who is young, strong, brave, athletic, nimble.”

A WORD FROM THE GIRLS…from VP-Women’s Committee…Lyn Cummings
Our ladies have been keeping relatively quiet during COVID-19 restrictions.
Fundraising has been non-existent with our biggest day of the year ‘Gala Day’ being cancelled,
Weekly, Easter and Mother’s Day raffles not happening with Tuesday presentations not able to
take place. Club championships were also postponed to later in the year.
On the Social side approx. 25 members were disappointed with the cancellation of May Week at
South Lakes Golf Club and Country Week in July also cancelled.
So, as you can see ‘Ladies Golf’ is not only about turning up on Tuesday and playing, it’s about
fundraising for the club, forming friendships and travelling to other clubs of SA to play golf. We all
look forward to 2021 when we can once again travel to the special weeks of golf.
With competition golf recommencing there has been full fields and some good scoring.
First week back saw Karen Lesley scoring 39pts and taking out the overall prize and B Grade.
Other scores on the day were A Grade Joan Coles 38pts, C Grade Bev Gaughwin 37pts and Cheryl
Dahlitz 22pts for 9 holes.
The following week was Lady Presidents Stroke round with Jenny Hirst 69 nett overall and A Grade
winner, B Grade Lil Maddern 73 nett, C Grade winner Debbie Gill 72 nett and 9 holes Margaret
Hooper 21pts.
Last week was 1st round of Par Trophy and again saw Lil Maddern winning Overall and B Grade
with a great score +3, A Grade Carolyn Salisbury +1, C Grade Enza Francavilla +2 and once again
Margaret Hooper +1 winning 9 hole competition.
Congratulations must go to the special committee formed to tackle the continued running of the
Golf Club over the last couple of months. Special mention must go to the Manager Peter Kennedy,
Club President David Schomburgk, VP Finance Greg Kemp and Golf Operations Manager Brayden
Wauchope who along with the other members of Committee of Management making the tough
decisions.
With starting fields nearly getting back to pre COVID-19 it has been the work of everyone keeping
to the restrictions put in place.
Happy golfing to all.

From Bernie………………………………………………

From the Captain…………………….Mick Gibbie

In the next few weeks as we return to “normal” golf conditions here are a few things to
remember.
• With many more players in the fields we must be aware of our speed of play and take all
measures to be just behind the group in front.
• Marshalls will be on the course and the club will also be employing a crowd marshall to
ensure players are not congregating in groups of more than 10. Please show the proper
respect these gentlemen deserve, doing a difficult, yet important job allowing us to
continue to play our game.
• 2 tee starts begin soon and to stop too many players being grouped together the following
action MUST be adhered to:
o If you are off the first tee you are to approach from the normal course side. If you
are off the tenth tee you are to approach from the driveway side of the clubhouse.
o All COVID -19 temporary local rules remain and must be followed.
• So far I haven’t heard of any transgressions so well done to all.
We will slowly be returning to normal conditions of play as and when SA state rules allow and in
keeping with the general golf industry.
Tee Times
I would like to apologise to the members who have had trouble getting a tee time during this
difficult period. As we come out of our restrictions more times are becoming available leading up
to 13th June when hopefully we will be back to normal. We have also changed when bookings
open to 7 pm. This should allow everyone an equal opportunity to book in.
With limited times recently we received a lot of complaints from members who are at work at this
time and to be fair to all we made the change. I know the MiClub website had its troubles
recently however they have assured us it will be okay in the future. We will wait and see! We will
continue to monitor this.
Matchplay Championships
Finally we were able to hold the finals on Saturday last. Congratulations to all participants and the
winners of this honour board event.
A Grade
Alex Curtin (3 years in a row)
B Grade Neil Andrae
C Grade Oscar McDonnell
Seniors
Gus Stewart
NB. Next year we plan to run a handicap matchplay event as well, giving every member an
opportunity to compete and win.
Hole indexes
A couple of months ago we updated our indexes. This was the first time they had been done
purely on statistics that had been collected over a 5 year period, and were as per Golf Australia
recommendations. Well almost! Unfortunately it was not quite correct because you need to apply
a formula to these stats and that wasn’t done. In other words I stuffed up!
In the next few weeks we will roll out the correct new indexes with the formula having been
applied.
Keep hitting them straight

Alex Curtin – A Grade Winner

Neil Andrae – B Grade Winner

Gus Stewart – Seniors Winner

Finals….
A Grade…Alex Curtin defeated Corey Apthorpe 4 & 3
B Grade…Neil Andrae defeated Adam Connor 1 up
C Grade…Oscar McDonnell defeated Harry Lambert 3 & 1
Seniors…Gus Stewart on a walkover from Vin Pike

Oscar McDonnell – C Grade Winner

HOLE IN ONE…14th, Wednesday 13th May
Congratulations to

Dave Manns
Well done!

One of his playing partners described the shot.
“three wood along the ground, smashed the pin, and in it went”
The truth…6 iron hit beautifully with a hint of a draw, settled
nicely, before rolling a couple of metres into the cup.
This was Dave’s first ace.

FROM COURSE SUB COMMITTEE…from Peter Shaw (Vice President, Course)
Divots on Fairways and Tees
There has been a noticeable increase in the number of unfilled divots on both fairways and tee
blocks. We ask for your cooperation in repairing your own divots, and also to fill any other divots
that you see while walking to your next shot. As we head into winter, any unattended divots will
not repair properly until next growing season.
2nd Hole Bridge Repair.
Contractors will shortly start work on repairing the bridge between the 1st green and the 2nd tee.
The bridge may be closed at various times, so access to the 2nd tee will be via a detour using the
14th tee block path, then behind the 17th green.
Access to the 18th tee block will by using the left hand path from the 17th green, then accessing
the 14th tee block path.
Please take care when moving through these areas. Temporary location of the 2nd and 18th tee
markers may also be necessary.
We apologise for any inconvenience; however these arrangements are necessary to protect both
workmen and Club members.
The irrigation season ended abruptly in early April and we have had fantastic rainfall since then,
with 119.5mm being recorded in April, and 54mm to date in May.
Our main dam has filled so we have been transferring some of that water to the Turkey’s Nest
dam via the bore line. This method, rather than pumping directly from the 10th holding tanks,
saves significant power costs utilising one 15kW irrigation pump instead of running two x 20 kW
pumps.
Both bores have been switched off with the old bore at 17 metres above the pump, and the new
bore at 26 metres.
The course has held up very well during this period, with the only downside being the extra work
involved in repairing bunkers.
The Course Sub-Committee is looking for your feedback on any issue any time that relates
to the Course. Have a question, a suggestion or criticism, please write to
feedback@vinesgolfclub.com.au. Any correspondence will be treated confidentially.

From Bernie………………………………………………

RULE of the month…explanation
…from John Ward

“TIME OFF” TO POLISH AND PONDER

A number of weeks have passed during which we played a different sort of golf game, we are now
back on the golf course playing close to the “normal” way we have always played the game. (Not
quite yet though, we have to be a little more patient)
Of course all members, in the interim, would have spent some time, not only polishing up certain
areas of their game, but taken the opportunity to refresh their knowledge and interpretation of the
Rules of Golf. Naturally, with only 24 Rules to be aware of, members will all now be fully
conversant with the current Rules and the Local Rules of the club.
Just to remind ourselves of some of the fundamentals of the game and responsibilities we have as
golfers and more importantly as members of The Vines, we can refer ourselves back to:
RULE 1. The Game, Player Conduct and the Rules.
Purpose of Rule:
Rule 1 introduces these central principles of the game for the player:
*Play the course as you find it and play the ball as it lies.
*Play by the Rules and in the spirit of the game.
*You are responsible for applying your own penalties if you breach a Rule, so that you
cannot gain any potential advantage over your opponent in match play or other players in
stroke play.
Conduct Expected of All Players
All players are expected to play in the spirit of the game by:
*Acting with integrity - for example, by following the Rules, applying all penalties and being
honest in all aspects of play.
*Showing consideration to others - for example, by playing at a prompt pace, looking out
for the safety of others, and not distracting the play of another player.
*Taking good care of the course – for example, BY REPLACING DIVOTS,(whether you
made them or not) SMOOTHING BUNKERS (when allowed to), repairing ball-marks and
not causing unnecessary damage to the course.
There is no penalty under the Rules for failing to act in this way, except that the Committee may
disqualify a player for acting contrary to the spirit of the game if it finds that the player has
committed serious misconduct.

Please repair your pitch marks and divots plus any others you may see.
To those golfers who are hitting balls into the dam – please stop.

Club Sponsors……………
Happy Valley

Pump Technology Services

Hub Shopping Centre

Southern Vales

Strazdins Painting
& Decorating

